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Abstract
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) depends on adjustment of the quality of a video stream to the available
network conditions. In order to increase Quality of Experience, average video quality should be maximized, while keeping
the quality switching frequency at low levels. However, achieving high average quality with low switching frequency in
highly fluctuating mobile network conditions is a tricky optimization problem. In order to overcome this problem, dynamic
structure of Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is utilized in this paper. Another challenge in the quality adaptation algorithms
is to proper assessment of the video quality. Most of the adaptation algorithms takes either bitrate or representation level as
the input that is used to evaluate the quality of the video. However, bitrate is not strongly correlated with the quality, as it
depends on the content of the video. Likewise, representation quality relationship entirely bound to encoding. In this paper, in
order to have a more reliable adaptation input, SSIM is used while representing the quality of the video stream. The proposed
adaptation is compared with a successful SVC DASH adaptation algorithm using both subjective and objective tests. As a
result, considerably higher scores are achieved in terms of both switching frequency and average quality.

Keywords Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) · Scalable Video Coding (SVC) · SSIM

1 Introduction

Video streaming constitutes the largest part of the internet
traffic. According to Cisco, internet video traffic will be
80% of the overall internet traffic in 2021 [1]. Therefore,
adaptive streaming algorithms have a significant role in the
advancement of the efficient network resource utilization.
In this regard, MPEG-DASH [2] is created to standardize
the adaptive streaming of multimedia content. In DASH
standard, video and audio contents are encoded in different
bitrates which are called representation. In order to switch
between representations depending on the network condi-
tions, they are divided into a few-second-long time segments.
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The information regarding representation, segment and other
structures of DASH such as period and adaptation set is pro-
vided in the Media Presentation Description (MPD) file. The
server stores the MPD file along with the segments of each
representation. The client requests MPD file to get the URL
of the segments and some data that can be used as an input
for the adaptation such as bitrate. The structure of the MPD
and the communication between the server and the client are
specified by the DASH standard. However, the adaptation
algorithm is not specified; hence, optimization of the adap-
tation process has received considerable attention recently.

While there are many studies regarding DASH using
Advanced Video Coding (AVC), the amount of work focuses
on DASH using Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [3] is lim-
ited. In SVC, videos are encoded in a layered structure. Each
layer is used to enhance the information stored in the pre-
vious layers. SVC usage brings some advantages to DASH
implementations. SVC utilizes the information stored in the
lower layers while creating the higher layers. Therefore, the
total storage space for all the representations of SVC-based
DASH is less than the storage space of theAVC-basedDASH
[4]. Furthermore, the quality of the segments inside the buffer
can be increased by streaming upper layers of these segments
in the SVC-based DASH. As a result, SVC enables adapta-
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tion algorithm of DASH to respond more dynamically to the
bandwidth fluctuations [5]. Considering these advantages,
the adaptation algorithm is designed for an SVC dataset in
the proposed work.

The major goal of the rate adaptation algorithms is to
achieve the maximum Quality of Experience (QoE) for
a given network condition. QoE of video stream can be
expressed in four main criteria which are stalling duration,
average video quality, quality variation and video start-up
time [6]. Stallings and video start-up duration are the criteria
that can be controlled by adjusting the desired buffer length.
After setting an appropriate desired buffer length, adaptation
algorithms focus on maximizing average video quality with-
out getting a disturbing quality variation. At this point, the
quality of each video chunk is required to control the average
quality and quality variation. In most of the studies, bitrate
of the representations or merely representation id is used to
express the quality of the video chunks during the adaptation
process. However, both methods are not reliable and consis-
tent for assessment of the video quality, since they strongly
bound to how successfully the input video is encoded and
layered. Therefore, Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [7],
which is one of the most successful and prevalent video qual-
ity assessment metrics, is used as an input of the proposed
adaptation algorithm.

The proposed work focuses on achieving optimum QoE
inmobile network condition, since themobile data traffic has
a large growth [1] and it requires more dynamic adaptation
logic to stabilize its bandwidth fluctuations. In this regard, a
novel layer and segment prioritization algorithm is proposed
as well as a buffer quality-based desired buffer length to min-
imize quality variations. By using the SSIM as an adaptation
input and designing a convenient adaptation algorithm to the
features of SVC, high average quality and low quality vari-
ance are achieved in this work.

The organization of this paper is presented as follows. In
Sect. 2 the related adaptation algorithms in the literature are
explained. In Sect. 3, the proposed adaptation algorithm is
presented with the structures used to implement it. Finally,
the experiment setup and performance evaluation parts are
provided in Sect. 4.

2 Related works

In order to achieve the optimum streaming performance,
there are many studies which focus on quality adaptation
algorithm related to DASH and other streaming standards.
These video quality adaptation algorithms can be investi-
gated in three categories which are bandwidth-based, buffer-
based and both bandwidth- and buffer-based algorithms.

In the adaptation algorithms based on bandwidth only,
representation with the most suitable bitrate to the estimated

bandwidth is requested. As an example of the bandwidth-
based algorithms, [8] uses bandwidth utilization as an
adaptation input. The amount of representation level shift is
determined according to the difference between the reference
bandwidth utilization and the actual bandwidth utilization.
In this process, they use fuzzy logic controller to manipulate
continuous utilization data to obtain discrete representation
level change output. Another bandwidth-based study is pro-
posed in [9]. They also use SSIM as video streaming input;
however, their solution does not include DASH standard or
SVC. Instead, they use a simple control mechanism at the
server side to make sure all the clients receive a video qual-
ity above an SSIM threshold. The adaptation algorithm also
tries to lower the bitrate of the current representation until it
reaches the measured bandwidth.

In the buffer-based algorithms, the strategy to maximize
QoE is to keep the actual buffer size in desired buffer thresh-
olds during streaming. If the actual buffer size rises, the
adaptation logic increases the representation level to drop
buffer size to the desired level again. In the opposite state,
the level of representation is dropped to prevent any stalling
that stem frombuffer underflow.As a buffer-based adaptation
algorithm, [10] tries to decrease the video quality switching
frequency and prevent rapid quality drops. To achieve these
goals, they propose separate algorithms for both of them. In
the first algorithm, DASH segments are united into segment
groups, and the quality switching is enabled only between
the segment groups. Furthermore, two buffer thresholds are
specified to decide a quality drop or increase. The next algo-
rithm controls whether the first algorithm decision leads to
a rapid quality drop or not. If the first algorithm estimates a
quality drop, the action of the first algorithm is canceled. In
[11], an algorithm named Bandwidth Independent Efficient
Buffering (BIEB) is proposed. Their SVC-based algorithm
consists of three phases, namely steady phase, growing phase
and quality increase phase. The steady phase lasts until all
the segments in the buffer threshold are streamed. The buffer
threshold is specified as a function of index and bitrate of
SVC layers. They increase the buffer threshold by a specific
amount before the quality increase. Therefore, a possible
buffer underflow is tried to be prevented after a quality
increase. After the quality increase, the algorithm returns to
steady phase. BIEB achieves successful results in terms of
average quality and bandwidth utilization compared to [12],
[13] and [14] according to their test results. Since it is a suc-
cessful implementation of SVC-based DASH algorithm, the
proposed work is compared with BIEB in the performance
evaluation section. As adaptation algorithm is bound to both
buffer and bandwidth inputs, [15–18] can be illustrated. In
[15], they use motion activity and scene change information
as content-related adaptation inputs. If the motion informa-
tion of a segment is high, representation level with closer
bitrate to the measured bandwidth is chosen. Furthermore,
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more buffer size is allocated to segments that have higher
motion intensity. They also have a control mechanism to
prevent quality changes between the segments that belong to
the same scene. Hence, the distinct quality changes are tried
to minimized as much as possible. In the work proposed in
[16], a state vector is defined with five elements which are
current buffer status, the change in the buffer status, current
bandwidth measurement, bitrate of the last N segments and
a Boolean variable related to downloaded segment bitrates.
QoE is represented with a defined reward function measured
from the state vectors. As a result, the adaptation output that
has the highest probability to maximize the reward function
is computed usingMarkov chain. [17] and [18] are two recent
studies that use SVC-based adaptation. Both studies deter-
mine the quality increase of already downloaded segments
according to estimated bandwidth and available buffer length
with heuristic approaches. In [17], quality increase occurs
when the bitrate of the chunk is greater than estimated band-
width or the buffer reaches a certain limit, whereas [18] uses
bandwidth for adjustment of the quality only if the buffer
length is between certain thresholds.Both approaches depend
heavily on the accuracy of the bandwidth estimation and con-
venient for videos encoded with constant bitrate.

Few of the adaptation algorithms use content-related
objective metrics as their inputs. Among the described stud-
ies, [9] and [15] uses such metrics. However, the design in
the [9] is for the network with smaller scale, since the adapta-
tion process depends on the control mechanism in the server.
Although the method proposed in [15] uses DASH structure,
it uses only the motion and screen change information in the
adaptation process. The effects of intraframe features such
as distortions or data redundancy are not considered in their
work. In this paper, SSIM is utilized to properly assess the
contribution of each segment to overall stream quality. Using
an objectivemetric that is correlatedwithHumanVision Sys-
tem (HVS), an adaptation algorithm which uses SVC dataset
is designed.

3 Methodology

In this part, structures of designed adaptation algorithm are
described. First of all, SVC dataset is encoded with JSVM
(Joint Scalable Video Model) [19] using quality scalability
option. Test videos are encoded in five layers whose average
bitrates are in between 120 kbit/s and 1 Mbit/s. Two-second-
long segments are used to enable flexible quality switches
in mobile network conditions. In order to use SSIM in the
adaptation algorithm, SSIM of each video chunk is inserted
into MPD file of the dataset as [15] inserts motion activity in
their work. Additionally, an MPD parser is designed using
QT framework to extract the SSIM data as well as other

related information used is streaming such as segment URLs.
Libcurl [20] is used to send HTTP requests.

InAVC-based adaptations, video segments are streamed in
increasing order, and adaptation mechanism only decides the
representation id of the queued segment. In other words, seg-
ments are streamed starting from the lowest id, and only the
representations that they belong are specified by the adapta-
tion algorithm.On the other hand, representations correspond
to a number of layers in SVC-based adaptation algorithms.
In order to make more appropriate decision to available net-
work condition, only lower layers of the queued segments
are streamed first. After reaching a specified buffer length,
the higher layers of the buffered segments can be streamed.
This utility of SVC enables the option of selecting segments
in non-sequential order. Moreover, upper layers of a scal-
able coded video require all of the lower layers for proper
reconstruction. Thereby, the layers of a segment should be
streamed in increasing order starting from the lowest id in
SVC-based steaming. As a result, instead of representation
id, segment id is the main output of the proposed adapta-
tion algorithm. Since the layers are downloaded in increasing
order, the next available layer of the segment that is decided
by the adaptation algorithm is streamed in each loop.

The proposed adaptation algorithm can be described in
two parts, which are adaptation loop and layer and segment
selection algorithm. In the adaptation loop, base layer of the
segments is streamed sequentially to prevent any stalling as
a first step. Then, layer and segment selection algorithm is
called to obtain the segment whose layer increment con-
tributes the most to QoE. In the adaptation loop which is

Bdes ←− bmin ;
while Splay < Ns do

if B0 < Bdes then
s ←− Ds0 + 1;
l ←− 0;
download Vl,s ;
Ds0 ←− s

else
get l, s pair according to Algorithm 2;
download Vl,s ;
append (l, s) to Dl,s ;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Adaptation loop

shown in Algorithm 1, B0, Bdes, Ds0, Dl,s, Ns and Vl,s stand
for current base layer buffer length, desired base layer buffer
threshold, downloaded last segment index for base layer, the
list of downloaded video chunks, number of segments in the
stream and the video chunkwith specified layer, and segment
indexes, respectively. At first, if the actual buffer length of
the base layer is less than Bdes, base layer of the next seg-
ment is downloaded. If Bdes is already reached, the layer and
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segment selection algorithm is called to get the video chunk
to be streamed among enhancement layers. The adaptation
loop runs until playback segment (Splay) reaches maximum
segment index.

Bdes = bmin

Ts
+ (bmax − bmin)(Qbuf − Qbase)

(Qmax − Qbase)Ts
(1)

Desired buffer threshold is calculated according to Eq. 1.
In this equation, bmin and bmax are constants that keep the
specified buffer length in certain limits. Qbuf represents the
average quality of buffered video chunks where quality of
single chunk is calculated according to Eq. 2.

Qi, j = c1ssimi, j + i (2)

Qbase and Qmax indicate the lower and upper thresholds of
Qbuf as given in Eqs. 3 and 4. Ts is the duration of segments
in seconds. Equation 1 is created to establish linear relation-
ship between desired buffer length and buffer quality. When
the average quality of the buffered video chunks decreases,
buffer length decreases as well to stabilize quality changes.
In the opposite condition, buffer length is increased so that
higher amount of buffer length can be utilized during possi-
ble future bandwidth drops. In this relation, theminimumand
maximum buffer lengths (bmin and bmax) are used to prevent
buffer underflow and overflow, respectively.

Qbase = c1

Ns∑

j

ssim0, j

Ns
(3)

Qmax = Nl − 1 + c1 (4)

Quality of each chunk is assessed using SSIM and layer
index. The constant c1 specifies the effect of SSIM in the
assessment of input video chunks, while Nl stands for the
number of layers. This constant c1 is selected as 2 for a
dataset encoded with constant QP. In constant bitrate videos
where layer index performsworse in representing the quality,
c1 should be selected higher. The lower and upper limits of
Qbuf are 0 and 6 for Nl = 5 and c1 = 2 according to Eq. 3
and Eq. 4. However, the linear relationship starts from Qbase

instead of Qmin. This is preferred since SSIM of an encoded
video segment rarely gets values below 0.7 as observed in
the designed dataset and other DASH datasets such as [21].
Likewise, Qbuf rarely drops below 1.4 for c1 = 2. Therefore,
average base layer quality of the video (Qbase) is selected as
the minimum threshold of Qbu f .

In Algorithm 2, Pi, j and Pmax stand for priority factor of
the specified video chunk and maximum priority factor of
the chunk that can be downloaded in the adaptation loop,
respectively. This algorithm specifies the layer and segment
ids of the video chunk that will be streamed in the adap-
tation loop. The layer and segment ids of the video chunk

with the highest priority factor are selected. The algorithm
is only called for enhancement layers, since the base layer is
streamed sequentially for each segment. The priority factor
comparison is applied to layers with the lowest possible id
which are not streamed yet. Moreover, it is applied to seg-
ments inside the buffer whose id is higher than playback
segment with a margin of Smargin. Smargin allows SVC multi-
plexer and video decoder to have time for their processes. In
other words, the algorithm selects among the video chunks
that requires sufficient time for layermultiplexing and decod-
ing.

Layer and segment selection algorithm aims at selecting
the video chunks that will contribute to the average quality at
most without causing excessive quality fluctuations. In this
respect, priority factor is calculated according to Eq. 5.

Pl,s = ssiml,s − ssiml−1,s + c2
l

(5)

s ←− 0, l ←− 0, c2 ←− 0.2;
Pl,s ←− 0, Pmax ←− 0, Pmargin ←− 0.001;
for j ← Splay + Smargin to Ds0 do

for i ← 0 to Nl − 1 do
if Vi, j is not downloaded then

Pi, j is computed using Eq. 5;
if Pi, j > Pmax + Pmargin then

Pmax ←− Pi, j ;
l ←− i ;
s ←− j ;

end
break;

end
end

end
Algorithm 2: Layer and segment selection

In this equation, both the layer index and SSIM difference
are used for prioritization. The video chunks with lower layer
index have higher priority to decrease quality fluctuations.
Since the SSIM is capped at 1, when the quality increases,
the SSIMdifference between the successive layers decreases.
Therefore, both SSIM difference and layer index in the Pi, j
lead downloading the segments with lower quality first. In
other words, this relation prevents any segment getting much
higher quality than the neighboring segments. Prioritization
of chunks with higher SSIM difference from the previous
layer also enables selection of the chunk that contributes the
overall quality more than the others. The constant c2 repre-
sents the success of layer index in picturing the representation
quality. For a well-layered, constant QP input video, c2 con-
stant is selected as 0.2. On the other hand, it can be selected
even lower for datasets with constant bitrate videos whose
layers have high quality variation. In Fig. 1, a streaming state
is given to illustrate the prioritization of the enhancement
layers. In this state, base layer buffer threshold is reached, so
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Fig. 1 Prioritization of video chunks in a streaming state

enhancement layer of the selected segment will be streamed.
As described in Algorithm 2, the nested for loop specifies
only the downloadable chunks shown in the streaming state.
Using the SSIM differences and the layer indexes, priority
factors are calculated and shown in the downloadable parts
of Fig. 1. Among these chunks, the maximum priority factor
corresponds to layer, segment pair of [1,14].

4 Performance evaluation

The performance of the designed adaptation algorithm is
comparedwithBIEBadaptation algorithmwhich is proposed
[11]. The minimum desired buffer size of BIEB is selected
as 16 s which is the same value chosen in their experiment.
For the proposed method, the constants of bmin, bmax, c1 and
c2 are selected as 14, 32, 2 and 0.2, respectively. The com-
parison is performed using objective and subjectivemethods.
The experiment is conducted for BigBuckBunny [22], Sintel
[23] and Tears of Steel [24] source videos which are encoded
with 2-s-long segments. The algorithms are tested using two
different network scenarios which are described in the fol-
lowing section.

4.1 Experiment setup

The experiment setup consists of mainly three parts which
are client, server and network traffic shaping tool. Both client
and server run on Ubuntu 18.04. Apache 2.4 is installed on
the server. For network traffic shaping, Token Bucket Filter
(tbf) and Linux Traffic Control command (tc) are used.

Firstly, the designed dataset with 2-s-long segments is
downloaded on the Apache server with the corresponding
MPD files. Shell scripts are created for emulation of the
mobile network conditions using tbf and tc. Twodifferent net-
work waveform scenarios are realized with the shell scripts.
Bandwidthwaveforms have duration of 100s. The first wave-
form has single peek around 900 kbit/s and 1 Mbit/s interval
since 1 Mbit/s is the maximum bandwidth limit that can be
set using tbf. The second waveform has two peaks at the
same interval. The minimum bandwidth values are around

Fig. 2 Measured bitrate and bandwidth graph of Sintel for a single-peak
and b double-peak scenario

150 kbit/s in both scenarios. The streaming bitrates are also
measured for both of the network scenarios and provided
with the bandwidth waveforms as shown in Fig. 2.

4.2 Objective evaluation

In this part, proposed adaptation and BIEB are compared
in terms of average quality and degree of quality fluctu-
ations. In order to represent the average quality with an
objectivemethod, average SSIMand average PSNRare used.
Both quality switching frequency and the degree of quality
changes in these shifts affect the QoE negatively. Therefore,
the amount of quality shifts is not accurate by itself to rep-
resent the effect of quality switches. In this regard, [25] uses
variation of bitrate to represent degree of shifts from the
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Table 1 Objective test results in terms of SSIM

Big Buck Bunny Sintel Tears of Steel

Single peak Double peak Single peak Double peak Single peak Double peak

Average SSIM BIEB 0.8965 0.9054 0.8752 0.8810 0.9096 0.9225

Proposed 0.9081 0.9262 0.8854 0.8990 0.9221 0.9337

Variance of SSIM BIEB 0.00519 0.00394 0.00303 0.00374 0.00155 0.00137

Proposed 0.00291 0.00165 0.00222 0.00157 0.00101 0.00068

Table 2 Objective test results in terms of PSNR

Big Buck Bunny Sintel Tears of steel

Single peak Double peak Single peak Double peak Single peak Double peak

Average PSNR BIEB 32.88 33.49 31.69 32.05 32.86 33.91

Proposed 33.44 34.33 32.13 32.93 33.71 34.65

Variance of PSNR BIEB 13.69 16.54 11.37 12.16 10.73 8.56

Proposed 11.24 10.27 10.11 9.09 8.81 6.93

average bitrate. Being quality assessment metrics, SSIM and
PSNR are more reliable to indicate video quality compared
to bitrate. As a result, variance of SSIM and PSNR is used
to represent the contribution of both quality switching rate
and the effect of each shift. The objective test results for both
algorithms are provided inTables 1 and 2. The proposed algo-
rithm has higher average quality and lower quality variation
for all of the test conditions.

4.3 Subjective evaluation

As subjective evaluation, paired comparison method is used.
In the paired comparisonmethod, the test data are provided in
pairs for evaluation. Subjects present their preference among
each pair. In the designed subjective test, three possible pref-
erences are presented to subjects which are ‘left is better,’
‘right is better’ and ‘same.’

The subjective test is conducted according to standards
presented by ITU-T recommendation P.910 [26]. According
to ITU recommendation, the pairs can be provided in sequen-
tial order or simultaneously. Simultaneous presentation (SP)
has some advantages over sequential presentation. Firstly, SP
significantly reduces test duration of a pair. Therefore, longer
test sequences can be used in SP to increase the reliability.
Another benefit of SP is that the subjects can distinguish the
differences between the pairs more easily. However, SP is
recommended by ITU if the input video resolutions are low.
Since the created dataset consists of only videos that have
640 × 360 resolution, SP is used in the paired comparison.

The subjective test algorithm is coded using Python.
OpenCV is used to display the test sequences and the voting
screen. As suggested in ITU standard, the pairs are presented
for approximately 10 s before the voting screen. The start

and end points of these intervals are selected using crossing
points of SSIM waveforms that belong to proposed method
and BIEB. This configuration leads only one algorithm to
perform better at any time during the selected interval. As
a result, the decision process becomes easier for the sub-
jects. The pairs are presented in the horizontally positioned
slots. The selection of proposed algorithm and BIEB to right
or left slot changes randomly between each interval in the
sequence. The placement of stimuli also changes randomly
between each test. On the other hand, the intervals in the
video sequence are presented in the streaming order. By pre-
senting the sequence in the steaming order, abrupt context
changes which can cause focusing problems are prevented.
The background color of both video sequence and voting
screen is gray as suggested in ITU-T recommendation.

The voting screen has ‘left is better,’ ‘right is better,’
‘same,’ ‘replay’ and ‘next’ buttons. After the selection of
the subject, the preference is appended to a log file, and the
next video interval starts playing. The experiment is con-
ducted with the help of 20 subjects with an average age of
28. Twelve of the subjects aremale, and 8 of them are female.
Twelve of the subjects have at least MS degree, while 8 of
the subjects have undergraduate degree.

In order to describe the scores of the paired comparison
tests, the Bradley–Terry model [27] is used commonly. In the
Bradley–Terry model, if two stimuli and two options (better
and worse) are used, their scores (u1 and u2) can be calcu-
lated using probability of choosing stimuli i over j (Pi j ) and
probability of choosing stimuli j over i (Pji ) as shown in
Eq. 6.

u1 = P12
P12 + P21

, u2 = P21
P12 + P21

(6)
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Fig. 3 Subjective scores of a BBB single-peak, b BBB double-peak, c
Sintel single-peak and d Sintel double-peak scenarios

Fig. 4 Subjective scores of a TOS single-peak, b TOS double-peak, c
overall single-peak and d overall double-peak scenarios

There are many methods which utilizes the Bradley–Terry
model to evaluate the results of paired comparison with three
options. In this paper, the method which is proposed in [28]
is used to calculate the scores. This method calculates the
individual scores directly from the Bradley–Terry model and
adds confidence intervals using third option which is ‘same.’
The upper and lower limits of the confidence interval that
belongs to the score of stimulus i can be calculated using
Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.

lupp = P12 + Psame

P12 + P21 + Psame
− u1 (7)

llow = u1 − P12
P12 + P21 + Psame

(8)

The subjective test scores of BIEB and the proposed method
are demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4. According to subjective
scores, the proposed method performs better than compared
algorithm with a high margin.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, adaptive streaming of SVC videos is imple-
mented according to DASH standard. An adaptation algo-
rithm is designed such that it enables utilization of favorable
characteristics of SVC as much as possible. Moreover, SSIM
of individual video chunks is used as adaptation algorithm
input to make the adaptation process more reliable. There-
fore, the proposedmethod has an advantage over the previous
works in terms of ability to work stably for various datasets.
The proposed work is compared with a state-of-the-art SVC
DASH adaptation algorithm using different input videos and
bandwidth scenarios. According to objective and subjective

evaluation, the proposed algorithm performs better than the
compared algorithm in terms of average video quality and
quality variation.
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